
Paradym Ai Smoke Triple Diamond Driver 

  
Product Name: Paradym Ai Smoke Triple Diamond Driver  
Product One-Liner: Sweeter From Every Spot    
  
Product intro copy:  
The new Paradym Ai Smoke driver represents a quantum leap forward in Callaway’s Ai journey. This new 
family of drivers feature the most sophisticated driver face in Callaway history, the Ai Smart Face. This 
face uses real player data and advanced machine learning to create a series of sweet spots all over the 
face. Shaped with a neutral-to-fade biased face progression and a compact overall head size, the Triple 
Diamond model will suit better players looking for workability off the tee.  
 

Features & Benefits  
  

World’s First Ai Smart Face™ Designed Using Real Player Data   
The all-new Ai Smart Face optimizes driver performance using swing dynamics from thousands of real 
golfers. These swing dynamics, or Swing Code, consist of swing speed, club delivery, and face orientation 
just prior to impact. This promotes optimal launch conditions and tight downrange dispersion.   
  
Micro Deflections Create Multiple Sweet Spots   
With Ai Smart Face technology, micro deflections are activated upon impact helping to optimize launch 
and spin on off-center shots. The result is sweet spots not just in the center, but all over the face.    
  
A Paradym Shift from a Lighter, Stronger Carbon Chassis  
The 360° Carbon Chassis has been refined to promote increased weight redistribution. By adding an 
internal titanium support structure, the Carbon Chassis is now 15% lighter. This mass has been 
redistributed into the head to improve launch conditions and add forgiveness.  
 
Workable Shape for Better Players  
Shaped with a neutral-to-fade biased face progression and a compact overall head size, Triple Diamond 
model will suit better players looking for workability off the tee. For players looking to increase ball 
speed and lower spin, a 14g weight can easily be repositioned from the rear to the front. 
 
 


